
Voter Friendly Campus Initiative 
 
A functioning and healthy democracy is dependent upon inclusive civic participation. Given the 

fundamental importance of civic engagement, AU-SPLC On Campus has generated a proposal to improve 

the civic institutions of Auburn University and by proximity, the City of Auburn.  

 

Democratic participation in young adulthood contributes to the development of civically engaged adults, 

which has a positive impact on the future of our democracy. Shifting demographics in the current voting 

population place greater power in the hands of young people. Therefore, college campuses are uniquely 

positioned to contribute to the development of civically engaged young adults and to the maintenance 

of a healthy and functioning democracy. Despite the costs or the planning involved, voting is a pillar of 

American democracy, and efforts to engage students will have benefits that extend beyond the walls of 

our institution.  

 

Auburn University is specially poised in the democratic process, given that the Board of Trustees is 

headed by the candidate elected to the office of the governor. Therefore, Auburn students have a 

unique stake in elections, which is one reason that Auburn University should proactively encourage 

student participation in state elections. Further, the practice of voting helps establish a more fair and 

equitable country that strengthens the power of democracy for us and for our future.  

 

With our potential contribution in mind, it is important to recognize the unique barriers young adults 

face when it comes to voting participation. These include transportation barriers, educational conflicts 

such as exams, projects, or attendance policies, the false narrative that young adults do not care about 

social issues or democratic participation, and a lack of attention to issues that impact younger voters.  

 

Our goal is the creation of a voter friendly campus that emphasizes student engagement and 

strengthens student voice in the community. We have the structures and resources in place to achieve 

this goal, and all we lack is the political willpower to make it happen.  

 

Therefore, supported by both the values of democracy and the Auburn creed, we urge Auburn 

University to implement the following four initiatives to begin the path towards a voter friendly campus. 

These policies create a culture that values, supports, and institutionalizes democratic engagement and 

emphasizes the importance of student participation in, and contribution to, political, social, and civic 

life. 

  



 
Therefore, We Urgently; 

 

1. Call for the establishment of a polling place on campus; 

a. Recognizing that the 1979 U.S. Supreme Court case, Symm vs. United States, upheld 

students’ right to register and vote in the community in which they attend college.  

i. Emphasizing that those registering on campus do not violate Alabama Section 

Code 17-9-10, as previously argued when this request was presented to the Lee 

County Commission. 

b. Recognizing that, in contrast to concerns previously raised by the Commission, there are 

a sufficient number of on-campus residents to warrant the establishment of a campus 

polling place. 
i. Whereas 4,800 students reside on campus, 14 polling locations in Lee County 

serve a smaller number of registered voters (ranging from 422 at Uptown 

Waverly to 4,596 at Opelika Learning Center). 
c. Taking note that other universities, including the University of Alabama and University 

of Alabama-Birmingham, house polling places and that we lag behind our peer 

institutions in this regard. 

i. Drawing attention to their subsequent virtual resources on their University 

website concerning absentee ballots and other voting information. 

d. Further resolving a campus polling place will alleviate crowds at the Clarion S College, 

where many Auburn students currently vote. 

i. Recognizing that, of the 22 polling locations in Lee County, the Clarion S College, 

serves the largest number of registered voters. 

e. Acknowledging that Alabama election code presents no barriers to the creation of a new 

polling place and that there are no constitutional or ethical reasons to prevent the 

creation of a polling place on campus.  

f. Recognizing that Alabama Code 17-6-4 prohibits changes to voting places for precincts 

within three months before an election, a campus polling place will be established prior 

to 2020 elections  

2. Request the utilization of tiger transit to provide transportation to the polls; 

a. Recommend working with Parking Services to formulate a plan for an off-campus 

election transit and an on-campus polling place parking plan. 

i. Acknowledging that the Tiger Transit system is regularly used for off-campus 

transportation during home football games and that campus parking lots are 

routinely closed to accommodate out-of-town visitors. 

b. Acknowledging the need for reliable transportation to the polls, Auburn University will 

designate election transit buses that run continuously from campus to polling locations 

in Lee County on Election Day, beginning with 2018 midterm elections. 

c. Call upon Auburn University to make transits available for neighboring communities 

with low voter turnout resulting from transportation barriers on Election Day. 

3. Request that election day be designated a university holiday; 



a. Recognizing the importance of our civic duty, and the commitment required to 

University classes and study, Auburn University will treat election day as a national 

holiday, suspending classes for the day. 

i. Confirming that employers in the state of Alabama are required to provide 

employees time off to vote, and as taxpayers, students deserve time to vote on 

Election Day, without fear of falling behind in their coursework or being 

penalized for missing class. 

ii. Acknowledging that there is often a shortage of poll workers in local and state 

elections, and Auburn students can help fill this gap. 

iii. Recognizing that retail businesses often close for business while polls are open 

to ensure that employers can exercise their democratic right to vote, and we 

implore Auburn University to demonstrate a similar level of commitment. 

b. Alternatively, Auburn University will provide students with excused absences from class 

to vote, drive individuals to and from the polls, and/or work the polls. 

4. Solicit the broader community support for engagement and participation by; 

a. Working with the Chamber of Commerce to encourage local businesses to provide 

discounts to individuals with “I Voted” stickers. 

b. Requesting strong commitment from the Lee County Commission to create a polling 

place on campus. 

c. Requesting proactive commitment from the Auburn University SGA in supporting 

Students and the University Administration in the creation of a Voter-Friendly Campus. 
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